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Abstract. In this paper we focus on plan execution in highly dynamic
environments. Our plan execution procedure is part of a high-level plan-
ning system which controls the actions of our RoboCup team ”Mostly
Harmless”. The used knowledge representation scheme is based on tradi-
tional STRIPS planning and qualitative reasoning principles. In contrast
to other plan execution algorithms we introduce the concept of plan in-
variants which have to be fulfilled during the whole plan execution cycle.
Plan invariants aid robots in detecting problems as early as possible.
Moreover, we demonstrate how the approach can be used to achieve co-
operative behavior.

1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning techniques as decision making layer for au-
tonomous agents acting in fast paced environments have traditionally been dis-
criminated in favour of reactive approaches, such as behavior-based methods [1].

While undoubtedly being a very powerful technique applicable to countless
problems, there are drawbacks with regard to computational complexity [2].
Decades of research on this matter have yielded numerous highly efficient plan-
ning algorithms. Unfortunately, the speed and advantages these algorithms offer
is mostly dependent on certain properties of the domains they are applied to.

Considering such properties that distinguish the real world from toy domains
used for planning research and experiments, the drawbacks of planning become
even more imminent. Uncertainty, incomplete knowledge, the necessity to coop-
erate in multi-agents systems (MAS), limited resources, real-time requirements,
etc. have all caused the creation of special planning extensions. Often, these
extensions are incompatible among each other, usable only for the special cases
they are forged for, and usually they aggravate the task of knowledge engineering
and formulating tasks for human operators.

In this paper we present a framework that does not utilize such complex,
special tailored planning algorithms or even reactive systems. Knowledge repre-
sentation is done exclusively using first-order logic, uncertainty is intentionally
neglected. Instead of optimizing plan creation, plan monitoring is focused upon.
Plan invariants are presented as a means to efficiently monitor plan execution,
and it is shown that efficient plan monitoring is sufficient for reactive behavior
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(assuming low-level tasks such as obstacle avoidance or path-planning are not
performed by the planning system). It is further shown how they can be used
to achieve cooperative behavior in a MAS consisting of independent planning
agents, without extending the planning algorithm or the representation language.

Examples given throughout this paper use the RoboCup [3] Middle-Size
league domain which features numerous qualities making AI planning a diffi-
cult task: it is a fast paced multi-agent environment hosting teams of four fully
autonomous robots to compete in soccer games. All data are gathered by sen-
sors the robots must bear themselves, and therefore much of the research in this
league focuses on yet-to-solve problems concerned with vision and actuating.
Processing power is limited as it is needed for other complex computation tasks
(e.g. self localization, object tracking, etc.). Data are usually incomplete and un-
certain. On the whole, the Middle-Size league offers a domain that comes very
close to the real world.

2 Plan and Knowledge Representation

Following classical STRIPS [4] representation, a planning problem is defined as
consisting of an initial state I, a goal description G and the domain theory A
which describes the actions the agent can perform. STRIPS representation has
seen plenty of useful extensions since it was first introduced. Applying some of
these (e.g. quantification, disjunctions, etc.) allows the usage of first-order logic
instead of plain propositional conjunctions as were used for original STRIPS
planning (with the exception of disjunctions not being allowed for action-effect
descriptions, as that would make actions non-deterministic).

2.1 Representation Language

State descriptions are given as logical sentences. Actions consist of a precondition
and an effect, both again first-order logic sentences (without disjunctions for the
effect). An agent also needs knowledge about the world and its assignment in it.
Knowledge about the state of the world is drawn by observations that need to
be mapped to predicates. In the presented framework, an agent’s possible tasks
are organized in a hierarchical way:

Strategy is shared by all agents of a multi-agent system, and consists of roles.
Role consists of a precondition and an invariant that are used to decide if a

role is suitable. Furthermore a role contains a set of possible tasks an agent
performing a role should pursuit.

Task is an extended planning problem. It consists of a precondition (initial state
of planning problem), a goal description, and in addition an invariant that
has to be true at all times during plan execution.

2.2 Example Situation

To illustrate the representation language, an example from the RoboCup domain
is given. The situation in Figure 1 is described by using constants Ball, OwnGoal
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HasBall(X): Robot X is in ball possession

InReach(X, Y ): Object X is in kicking range

of Y

Blocked(X): There is an obstacle between

the robot evaluating the statement and X

that prevents ball passing

AwaitingPass(X): X is awaiting a pass

At(X, Y ): X is at position Y

Fig. 1. Example robotic soccer situation. Image is a screen-shot of Simsrv [5], a Middle-
Size league simulator. Connected agents are running the implementation of the de-
scribed planning framework

and OpponentGoal for own and opponent goal respectively, Attacker and Helper
for the two octagonal robots, where the one close to the ball is assumed to be
Attacker.

Attacker and Helper share the same strategy consisting of two roles, an
offensive and an assisting one, having the preconditions HasBall(Self) and
¬HasBall(Self) respectively, where Self stands for the agent evaluating the
statement. As HasBall(Self) is true for Attacker, we assume it chooses the
offensive role while Helper chooses the assisting role. Attacker chooses the goal
At(Ball, OpponentGoal), and its plan has an invariant ¬Blocked(Goal). Helper
chooses the goal InReach(Attacker) ∧
¬Blocked(Attacker).

2.3 Plan Invariants

The actual planning problem that has to be solved by a planning algorithm is
created by choosing a task. The initial state I is determined by the agent’s ob-
servations that have to fulfill the task’s precondition in order for the task to be
selected. The goal description G is contained in the task, and a plan p is calcu-
lated by a planning algorithm using the domain theory A. In contrast to classical
planning we extend the classical planning problem definition by plan invariants.

An extended plan for a planning problem (I, G, A) is a tuple (p, inv), where
p is a solution plan for (I, G, A) and inv is a logical sentence which states the
plan invariant. The invariant inv is a manually defined logical sentence that has
to hold in the initial and all subsequent states. Previously, invariants have been
used for planning in order to cut down the size of the search space and thus
speeding up planning ([6]) However, such invariants are pure domain constraints
and unlike the plan invariants used in this context.

Section 4 shows examples of how advantages can be gained by using plan
invariants. Plan invariants are unlike plan preconditions in that the truth value
of the invariant is not changed by applying operators. The precondition, on the
other hand, is more like a trigger that describes the state the world has to be
in, in order for a plan to start, and this state of the world needs to be altered in
order to reach a goal.
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(a) Ball is ahead (b) ”Ball ahead” is still true

Fig. 2. Qualitative Reasoning, uncertainty does not need to be handled

2.4 Uncertainty and Nescience

Data collected by robots acting in real world environments are very error prone,
assuming realistic, affordable equipment. It has been argued [7] that uncertainty
and stochastic methods are necessary to process such uncertain data. However,
we claim that certainty is not a requirement for decision making. Hence, choosing
a sufficiently abstract vocabulary for the representation language the aspect of
uncertainty is of secondary importance. The remaining problem is to find a
sufficient level of abstraction, and moreover how to be sure that it is sufficient.

As an example, consider the RoboCup environment. Using numerical com-
parisons for distance measures as predicates is inseparably bound to uncertainty.
In order to make a decision, however, it is sufficient to review the relative dis-
position of objects. Is the ball behind or in front of the robot (Figure 2)? Is a
teammate to the left or to the right? At this level of abstraction it is irrelevant
if a distance measure is incorrect. This idea is adhered to by the research field of
qualitative reasoning [8]. Of course, a resulting binary decision might be wrong,
especially in border cases caused by impreciseness. Even so, this risk is justifi-
able. If a decision is indeed wrong, plan execution will fail, and quickly detecting
failure is exactly what the presented framework focuses on.

Finally, as a simple counter-measure to incomplete knowledge a new predicate
is defined in order to make nescience explicit. Often a robot is not able to observe
all of its environment, and so data necessary to calculate the truth value of some
predicates might be lacking. For example, if a RoboCup robot does not actually
see the ball it cannot tell anything about dispositions of the ball with regard to
other objects. A predicate Unknown(Ball) changes its truth value with to true.
Such a predicate is a very useful addition to a plan’s invariant. For example,
a plan for offensive soccer play might only be feasible as long as the ball is
observed, or a plan to assist a teammate might only be feasible as long as the
teammate is seen.

On the whole this makes the representation language very straight-forward
yet powerful and flexible.
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3 Plan Creation

As the representation language used is based on STRIPS and only well-known
extensions are used, any planning algorithm following the classical planning ideas
can be used. As the main focus is on plan execution and execution monitoring,
manual plan creation is also possible.

The actual planning problem is created by selecting a task from the current
role the agent is performing, as described in Section 2.3

4 Plan Execution and Plan Monitoring

Assumptions made at plan creation time (e.g., atomic actions that always succeed)
cannot hold in the real world, where the plan is executed. Actions fail, other agents
do interact with the world, and plans are likely to fail. However, failure is not the
only reason for a plan to be invalid. Possible reasons that invalidate a plan are:

Inexecutable Actions: It might not be possible to execute actions at any
point of the plan execution. This is detected when trying to execute the
action, as its precondition is not fulfilled.

However, an action might be inexecutable also at later points in the
plan. For example, a soccer robot might be busy with communication or
some movement action, while at a later point in its plan there is a kicking-
action that cannot be executed because the robot has lost the ball. If the
current action does not check ball possession with its precondition, the plan
is executed up to the kick action where the failure is detected. Adding a
predicate HasBall that is true if the agent is in ball possession to the plan
invariant, immediately invalidates the plan as soon as the agent looses the
ball, and enables it to quickly react and re-plan.

Failed Actions: Actions might fail to achieve the intended effect. This can
easily be detected by validating the action’s effect description with the world
state after the execution is finished.

Unreachable Goal: Even if all actions of a plan are executable, i.e. their
preconditions are fulfilled (unless they depend on other action’s effects), a
goal might not be reachable. This is caused by exogenous events which are
not considered at the time of plan creation.

For example, in a RoboCup soccer game a referee might call charging.
Clearly it would not be feasible to include the requirement of charging not
being called in all actions’ preconditions, besides for other plans the same
actions could still be executed.

As another example, there are other agents that interact with the same
environment. Any of these other agents might at any time invalidate effects
of previously executed actions, thus making the goal unreachable.

Unfeasible Goal: Even though all actions are executable and the goal reach-
able, a plan might not be necessarily feasible. In a dynamic domain the ob-
jectives of an agent might quickly change. This becomes especially apparent
when considering multi-agent interaction, as described in Section 5.
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Clearly, plan execution has to be monitored to ensure plan validity and quick
reaction to unexpected changes. During execution of an action, its precondition
is checked, and only if it is fulfilled the action is executed. If an action’s effect
is fulfilled before executing the action, the action is skipped and plan execution
is continued with the next action. The plan invariant has to be monitored at
all times of plan execution. If the invariant is invalidated, an action fails or is
not executable, the agent cannot continue to execute the current plan. Plan
reparation or re-planning needs to be performed.

Figure 3 shows the robots from the

Fig. 3. Invalidated plan invariant

example given in Figure 1 after exe-
cuting their plans for a while. At some
point during execution, Attacker de-
tects that it cannot fulfill its plan as
the current plan invariant is no longer
valid (Blocked(Goal) becomes true).
It has to consider a new task.

5 Cooperative Planning

This section shows how to achieve cooperation with simple means with a focus
on monitoring, it is not meant as a fully fledged Distributed AI framework.

The first step towards cooperative behavior is determined by the concept of
strategies and roles as explained earlier. A strategy implicitly defines a team’s
overall goals. Roles define the agents’ tasks in a way to enable cooperative be-
havior. For example, in the RoboCup domain, subsidiary roles could be attacker
and assistant player. Preconditions and invariants assigned to these roles are
defined so that assuming all agents share the identical view of the world no two
agents choose the same role. However, it is not very likely that robots acting in
a real world environment share the same view. Therefore each role has a utility
function. When an agent picks a role it broadcasts this decision together with
the utility value. If another agent chooses the same role but has a higher utility,
the other agent has to choose a new role. This approach for role coordination
has already successfully been used for robotic soccer teams in the RoboCup
Middle-Size league as shown in [9, 10].

Complementary roles let the agents choose such goals that might depend on
each other. For example, the RoboCup assistant robot might try to stay close
enough to the attacking robot in order to be able to receive a pass at any time.
A plan invariant for this plan could be the requirement that the attacker is in
ball possession (HasBall(X)). If the attacker looses the ball, the invariant of
the assistant’s plan becomes invalid and the assistant has to choose a new task.

This consideration reveals the need for such predicates that describe what
other cooperating agents are doing, and then include these predicates to plan
invariants to monitor cooperating agents. In a RoboCup scenario, such predicates
could be HasBall(X) to indicate that X has the ball or AwaitingPass(Y ) to
indicate that Y is awaiting a pass.
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(a) Cooperation (b) Optimistic outcome

Fig. 4. Continued example

To achieve interaction, we define communication as regular actions. As a
first, simplistic approach, we let the queried agent consider the fulfillment of
the communication as its new goal. Of course this approach is very crude, an
agent should be able to consider multiple goals, perform communication actions
in parallel etc. but for illustration it is sufficient.

As an example, the action RequestAwaitPass(X) requests agent X to await
a pass, hence the effect of this action is HasBall(X). The agent performing
the request waits until agent X is done with its plan to fulfill the request. This
might cause two problems: firstly, the agent with the ball might be threatened
by an opponent (thus invalidating the plan), and protecting the ball from the
opponent by moving away might be the preferable solution. To cover this case,
the plan invariant needs to check if waiting is safe. The second problem is that
the other agent might fail to achieve the requested result, e.g. as communication
might not be reliable. Again, a plan invariant could be used to verify that the
other agent is actually trying to help.

Figure 4 concludes the example started in Figure 1, illustrating execution
monitoring and communication as described in the preceding sections. Attacker
and Helper are two robots of the same team, where Attacker has chosen an
offensive role, and Helper a supportive one. In Figure 3, Attacker’s current plan
invariant was invalidated. As a result, a new plan was calculated: RequestAwait-
Pass(Helper), Pass(Helper), Goto(ScorePosition), AwaitPass(Helper), Kic(Goal).

Executing the request-action tells Helper to choose the goal:

InReach(Attacker) ∧ ¬Blocked(Attacker).

Figure 4(a) shows that Helper executes a plan to fulfill the goal requested
by Attacker. At the end of the plan execution, the effect of Attacker’s request-
action becomes true, and the Pass action can be performed. As soon as Helper
has the ball, it chooses a new goal:

¬Blocked(Attacker) ∧ ¬Blocked(Goal, Attacker) ∧
Inreach(Goal, Attacker) ∧ Inreach(Attacker), while Attacker continues execut-
ing its old plan. Finally, assuming quite dumb opponents for the sake of the
example, Attacker and Helper are ready to pass and score a goal. (Figure 4(b))
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6 Conclusion and Further Research

We have presented an integrated framework for plan creation, execution and
monitoring based on traditional STRIPS planning and qualitative reasoning
principles. The advantages offered by such a framework have been outlined.
Plan invariants have been introduced as a means to detect execution problems
as early as possible. The application of communication sketched in Section 5
underlines the usefulness of plan invariants, while further research is necessary
to improve cooperation through communication.

Since first-order logic is used as representation language and no special-
tailored extensions are used, the agent programming (i.e. defining goals, roles,
etc.) is very straight-forward and intuitive. Applying the framework to other do-
mains is a mere matter of defining new predicates and constants to be used for
action, goal and role descriptions. Currently, we are investigating the application
of our soccer robots in an office environment to perform service tasks.
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